Our GPS Co-Ordinates are 41.838710N 8.378058W

From the IC28 (coming from Ponte de Lima):
There will be a sign on the side of the road saying Ponte de Barca, Arcos
de Valdevez, get in the left hand lane. About 100m past that turn you will
see another sign on your left for Monçao, take this exit. After about 2 or 3
km or so there will be a turning to the right directing you to Mosteiro
Ermelo. Take this turn. Then left at the T junction. Follow the road round to
the right and you are on your way to us. Enjoy the views! Keep on this
twisty road and you will eventually pass a cafe on your right called O
Cunha (big yellow sign). Follow the road a little further round to the right
and you will see a collection of post boxes just past some bins on the right,
take the turning just after these. You are nearly here. After a few hundred
meters there is an yellow house on your right, you can't miss it. Just in front
of it is a narrow tarmac road heading up a small hill. Follow road up and
over the little hill a little way down on the left there is a driveway which is
us. Park your car here.

From the direction of Monçao:
Heading towards Arcos on the Monçao road you will come to a roundabout
(3km before Arcos). At the roundabout turn towards Ponte da Barca. After
about 5 minutes there will be a turn to the left for Mosteiro Ermelo. Take
this turning. Then left at the T junction. Follow the road round to the right
and you are on your way to us. Enjoy the views! Keep on this twisty road
and you will eventually pass a cafe on your right called O Cunha (big yellow
sign). Follow the road a little further round to the right and you will see a
collection of post boxes just past some bins on the right, take the turning
just after these. You are nearly here. After a few hundred meters there is an
yellow house on your right, you can't miss it. Just in front of it is a narrow
tarmac road heading up a small hill. Follow road up and over the little hill a
little way down on the left there is a driveway which is us. Park your car
here.

From the direction of Lindoso:
As you approach Ponte da Barca from Lindoso you will reach a
roundabout. Turn right toward Arcos de Valdevez. After a few kilometers
you will see a sign for Monçao. Take this turning. After about 2 or 3 km or
so there will be a turning to the right directing you to Mosteiro Ermelo. Take
this turn. Then left at the T junction. Follow the road round to the right and
you are on your way to us. Enjoy the views! Keep on this twisty road and
you will eventually pass a cafe on your right called O Cunha (big yellow
sign). Follow the road a little further round to the right and you will see a
collection of post boxes just past some bins on the right, take the turning
just after these. You are nearly here. After a few hundred meters there is an
yellow house on your right, you can't miss it. Just in front of it is a narrow
tarmac road heading up a small hill. Follow road up and over the little hill a
little way down on the left there is a driveway which is us. Park your car
here.

Once you are out of your car:
Now on foot. Walk forwards, past the two ruins on your left, follow the little
path. You will notice the incredibly flat and green “little Holland” on your
right, follow the path down the slope and then bear left. That's it. You have
arrived!
Just in case you do get a bit lost my phone number is +351 964760244

